OKI GROUNDWATER COMMITTEE
November 30, 2016 ‐ 10:00 AM
OKI Board Room
720 East Pete Rose Way (at the corner of Eggleston Avenue)
Cincinnati, Ohio 45202
AGENDA

1.

Welcome/Introductions (3 minutes)

2.

Announcements – Member Survey (5 minutes)

3.

Update on Local Groundwater Management Efforts (30 minutes)
Tom Yeager, Tim McLelland and Bruce Koehler

4. OKI Staff Update (5 minutes)
5. Findings from recent USGS studies of arsenic in groundwater of Ohio (30 mins.)
Mary Ann Thomas, PhD, Hydrologist, USGS Ohio Water Science Center
6. An Explosive Case Study (30 mins.)
Tim McLelland, Hamilton to New Baltimore Groundwater Consortium
7.

Other Business

ADJOURNMENT

Formica factory

Mill Creek

approximate origin of
upwelling water

November 13, 20016: exploring the Mill Creek corridor
south of the Formica factory in Evendale, near Reading

First we felt soft, moist ground beneath our boots.
Then we saw evidence of flowing water.
Soon, we encountered a surface water source.

As we neared the Mill Creek, we noticed slight ripples flowing toward the stream.

The surface water runoff and resulting channels became increasingly obvious.

This created a Mill Creek tributary new to the Mill Creek Yacht Club.

general water source: Great Miami Buried Valley Aquifer System
specific water source: Southwestern Ohio Water Company’s highcapacity well with lateral collector lines near Heritage Park in
Colerain Township, in a horseshoe bend of the Great Miami River
groundwater delivery system: SOWC’s water pipeline to industries
of the Mill Creek Valley
overflow cause: malfunction in Formica’s reservoir level control valve
overflow solution: valve replacement by Saturday, Nov. 19th
answers provided by: Mark Ferguson, Plant Manager

In its Regional
Water Quality
Management
Plan of 1977,
OKI described
concern about
declining aquifer
level in the Mill
Creek Valley.

A 2002 study confirms that Mill Creek
Valley aquifer levels have recovered.

This is from OKI’s 1996
regional map of water
service areas in Butler,
Clermont, Hamilton and
Warren counties.

The Ground Water Consortium
Source Water Protection Program
Underground Storage Tank Explosion in a
Source Water Protection Area
Ohio Kentucky Indiana Regional Council of Governments
Ground Water Committee
November 30, 2016

Who is The Consortium?

The Consortium consists of seven major public
and private groundwater suppliers and users
within the Hamilton to New Baltimore area of
southern Butler and northern Hamilton counties.

Southwest Ohio
Water Company

Members pump on average 62
million gallons per day
• Examples of our water supply wells….

• Drinking water protection areas cross several jurisdictional
boundaries.
• There are over 315,000 water customers and several hundred
companies that rely on the ground water source in our region.

Components of the Consortium’s
Source Water Protection Program
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Delineating the Source Water Protection areas
Potential Pollution Source Inventory
Management - Regulatory and Non Regulatory
Ground Water Monitoring
Contingency Planning
Public Education
Alternate Water Supply Planning

Why Source Water Protection?
• Pollution prevention more costeffective
– Estimated to be 30 to 40 times more
costly to clean up contamination than
prevent it.

Chem-Dyne in Hamilton has had 30 years of clean up
and they still have not removed all of the Contamination

Chem-Dyne was one of the largest Hazardous Waste Sites in Ohio History

July 1980:
30,000 drums;
300,000 gal. hazardous waste
Photo Courtesy of Ohio EPA

Photo Courtesy of Ohio EPA

June 1982

Photo Courtesy of Ohio EPA

30+ - years of pump and treat for VOCs

Est. over $30 million to date for clean-up

Today

Photo from Ohio EPA

• We continue to have contamination incidents
Many southwest Ohio communities already dealing
with impacts of expensive ground water clean-ups.

• Sole source of water
– The Great Miami Buried Valley Aquifer is the
only source of drinking water for most of the
residents of Butler County.
– Mandate from the Ohio EPA if any water utility
wants to install a new well they must have a
program in place to protect the Source Water for
their existing wells and any future wells.

Middletown
Oxford

St. Clair Twp.

Hamilton

Ross Twp.

Fairfield

Wellfield Time of Travel Zones
Source Water Protection
Time of Travel Zones

• Provides footprint of
areas contributing to
water supply in next 1,
5 and 10 years;
contribution zones are
called time-of-travel
(TOT) zones.
• TOTs not a
contaminant time-oftravel zone.
Contaminants will
move at different rates.

Hamilton, OH

Butler County
Fairfield, OH
GCWW

Hamilton County

Southwest Regional
Water District
South Wellfield

City of Hamilton
City of Fairfield
Wellfields
GCWW Wellfield

Potential Pollution Source Inventory
• There are over 400 businesses in
the Consortium database that are
considered to be a potential
pollution source.
• Actual risk from sources depends
on location, manner of storage,
quantity, geology and other
factors.

PPSI (cont.)

• Examples of potential pollution sources in our
region:
– landfills/dumps/salvage yards
– chemical/petroleum storage in above and underground storage
tanks, drums, etc.
– pesticide/fertilizer use at golf courses, city parks and
recreational areas, residential properties, and agricultural
fields
– improperly abandoned wells
– abandoned gravel pits and operating gravel pits
– auto repair shops, gasoline stations, leaking USTs, TANKS
THAT BLOW UP UNDERGROUND

Gas Depot
4871 Dixie Highway
Fairfield, Ohio

Gas Depot Store

3 USTs under
concrete

Gas Depot Store

3 USTs
destroyed

Generalized Cross Section of
Underground Storage Tank (UST)

Generalized Operation of a UST

August 3, 2015
• On the evening of
August 3, a 911 call
came in about a building
on fire behind the Gas
Depot business.
• At this time, a severe
thunderstorm was in
effect, large hail and
lightening was present
during the response.

August 3, 2015
• Upon arrival, Firefighters saw a
large crater 40 feet diameter and 8
feet deep in the parking lot beside
the business. Flames and smoke
could be seen coming from the
crater and a visible underground
storage tank (UST) was on fire.
• The initial fire attack was with
water, further information from the
owner revealed that 3 UST’s were in
the vicinity, one 15,000 and two
10,000 gallon USTs.
*Info from incident report by Jamison Ruhl

August 3, 2015
• After assessing the situation and
initial attack effectiveness, it was
determined to evacuate a 2000’
radius and extinguish the fire with
foam.
• Firefighters allowed fire to burn
until they could extinguish with
foam.
• After the fire was extinguished the
Fairfield police secured the scene
until a clean up company arrived.

*Info from incident report by Jamison Ruhl
Fairfield Fire Dept.

Fire Chief Bennett
• Chief Bennett contacted the
following people post-incident:
– Adam Sackenheim/Andy
Eddy – Water Division
– Ben Mann Public Works –
Storm Water
– Ground Water Consortium
– Ohio EPA
– State Fire Marshall (Bureau
of Underground Storage
Tank Regulations BUSTR)

Environmental Concerns
• Chief Bennett set up a meeting with staff from the
City and the Consortium to discuss a plan about
how to manage the environmental situation and
make sure everyone's needs were met before
talking with outside agencies and contractors.
• We implemented our SWP contingency plan by
communicating with our incident management
assessment team and began to review current data
from the site, estimated quantity released, and
identified closest wells, etc.

Chaotic Scene
• Although the scene was chaotic and a little confusing at
first, each of the contractors understood their role.
• There was not a very clear idea of who should be in charge
(Ohio EPA? BUSTR? Local Authorities?).
• Chief Bennett took control of the scene and was very
sensitive to our concerns about ground water.
• Contractors started to arrive with equipment.
• Grinnell Mutual Reinsurance Company arrived to begin
their investigation on the cause of the explosion.

The first contractor at the scene was Grau Petroleum
Grau Petroleum (a licensed tank installer)
was retained to excavate the tank locations
and expose any liquid materials for the
environmental recovery process.
Grau removed the concrete, asphalt and
pea gravel material exposing the top
quarter of the remaining tanks.

Grau
Petroleum
Grau Petroleum also
excavated a low spot in
the tank cavity to allow
the petroleum fluid to
flow towards that
location to be vacuumed
up by a separate
contractor.

Clean Harbors
Environmental
Clean Harbors
Environmental was there to
remove all liquid contents of
the tank cavity pit.
Over 13,000 gallons of water
and petroleum product over
several days was removed
from the pit and temporarily
stored in Frac tanks on site.

State Agencies
• The Ohio EPA arrived to find out what our
plans were regarding the Source Water
Protection Program at the local level and to
observe the activities taking place at the
scene. They were also interested in hearing
what caused the explosion.
• BUSTR also arrived and considered this
similar to a Leaking Underground Storage
Tank removal under very bizarre
circumstances!

Eyewitness
• People living in the area
heard the crack of lightening
and thunder and very shortly
after that they heard a distinct
explosion and saw the smoke
and fire.
• Customers at Gas Depot and
the owners indicated they
saw a flash of blue light
lightening strike. It was
initially reported that
lightening hit the tanks
directly but that was not the
case.

Investigation
• The investigation revealed a slight twist.
• A lightening strike data report from Verisk
Climate revealed that at 5:55 PM on Aug 3 there
were 3 strikes identified within .16 miles of the
tank location.
• The insurance investigators identified a pole
mounted transformer located on the property that
sustained a lightening strike disrupting the
lightning arrester on the transformer.
• This physical evidence indicated lighting to be
present to ground level in the area of the property
approximately 150 feet from the tanks.
– Trace L. Lawless Investigation Report

Lightning Arrester Disruption
and evidence of guy-wire burns

Tanks were back here
Guy-wire Burns

Further Investigation Revealed
• In 1986 the underground second
stage vapor recovery system was
connected to all three tanks when
all three tanks contained unleaded
gasoline.

Stage two vapor recovery
Fill Riser

• In 2012, one of the gasoline tanks
was converted to diesel fuel.
• After the explosion, it was revealed
that all three tanks were commonly
plumbed which indicated the
presence of a flammable air/fuel
mixture within the diesel tanks at
all times. This mixture would only
need to be statically charged to
create the explosion.
– Trace L. Lawless Investigation Report

Diesel Tank
Lift Pump

The cause of the explosion
• The cause of the tank explosion was determined to
be a lightning strike and static electricity in
contact with an explosive mixture of flammable
and combustible vapors.
• Research of the EPA, American Petroleum
Institute, National Fire Protection Association 30
codes and regulations revealed no requirements
pertaining to the removal of the stage two vapor
recovery when switching tank products. There
was however a precaution by the NFPA to be
aware and cautious of doing that.

Hamilton Water System had the
highest risk
• Interestingly enough, most of Hamilton's
active wells are located and operating in the
City of Fairfield jurisdiction.
• The incident occurred on the edge of the 5
year time of travel for Hamilton's well # 11
and #10 located off Nilles Road and River
Road respectively.
• These wells each pump about 2,800 gallons
per minute.

Southwest Regional
Water District
South Wellfield

Well #10

Location of
Gas Depot
Explosion

Ground Water Flow Direction

City of Fairfield
City of Hamilton
Wellfields

Well #11
GCWW Wellfield

Hamilton Wells
• The Hamilton wells were pumping at the
time and because of the distance between
Gas Depot and the wells there was plenty of
time to assess the risk.
• Hamilton decided to shut off well #10 and
#11 as a precaution until additional ground
water data was collected near the tank pit.
• These wells stayed out of service for
around10 months.

BJAAM Environmental
Consultants
• BJAAM was contracted by the Gas Depot to
do a tank closure assessment and to investigate
the presence of a pollution plume associated
with this incident.
• 1,005 tons of soil was disposed of at Petro
Chemical and 10,040 gallons of impacted
ground water product mixture was removed
• Since free product was encountered in the pit
water a Tier 1 Source investigation had to take
place.

BJAAM Investigation
• BJAAM installed 4 monitoring wells on
January 18, 2016.
• On February 1, 2016 ground water samples
were collected several chemicals of concern
(COC) were detected and BJAAM reported
the results to BUSTR in April.
• In September 2016 several delineation wells
were installed and discovered
concentrations of COC.
• According to BUSTR rules additional
delineation wells are required at this point.

BJAAM Consultants
• BJAAM is currently working on a plan to
further delineate the plume.
• They will be adding more monitoring wells
to their existing network in the area.
• The City of Fairfield has been very helpful
in this part of their investigation.

Unique situation
• We spoke with Ohio BUSTR and the Ohio EPA
and neither State Agency has heard of a lightening
strike blowing up USTs
• On a national scale, we are aware of only one
other case where this occurred and there were
similar circumstances.
• An interesting assessment in both cases, Chief
Bennett mentioned that the tanks in Nebraska and
the tanks here in Fairfield had minimal quantities
of material. The good news is that it was less
quantity that was spilled however, it provided a
very large explosive atmosphere within the tanks.

Chief Bennett
On February 4, 2016, the
Consortium sent a letter to
Chief Bennett thanking
him and his staff for their
outstanding leadership and
dedication to helping us
protect and preserve the
aquifer. This letter was
copied to both the
Hamilton and Fairfield
City Managers.

And to top it
off…..
A suspected
drunk driver
smashed into
the side of the
store a few
months after
this incident!

There are many
pollution risks
• Accidents occur all the time in
our region
• Although we cannot prepare for
every incident, we can at least be
ready to assemble an incident
management assessment team
according to our contingency
plan for Source Water Protection.
• We use other Management
Planning tools to minimize
pollution risk in the area.

We have a
comprehensive
monitoring program
designed to provide
early warning of
contamination and
water level
information.

Groundwater Monitoring
• Currently 39 Consortium monitoring
wells
• We evaluate surface water quality
on the GMR at three locations
quarterly.
• We coordinate efforts with ODNR,
MCD and USGS to improve water
level data in our area.
• We have access to several hundred
wells throughout the region to
monitor water quality in an
emergency.

For More Information
Tim McLelland
Ground Water Consortium Manager
Hamilton to New Baltimore Ground Water Consortium
(513) 785-2464 Office
(513) 383-3162 Cell
tim.mclelland@hamilton-oh.gov
Check out our web site!

www.gwconsortium.org
Visit our Facebook Page

OKI GROUNDWATER COMMITTEE MEETING SUMMARY
Wednesday, November 30, 2016
OKI Board Room‐ 10:00a.m.
Attendees:
Bruce Whitteberry, Greater Cincinnati Water Works, Groundwater Committee Chair
Mary Ann Thomas, U.S. Geological Survey
Robert Darner, U.S. Geological Survey
Krystal Lacy, Miami Conservancy District
Rick Fueston, Clermont County Water Resources
Barry Conway, City of Franklin
Terry Smith, City of Springboro
Cheri Bush, City of Cincinnati
Terry Morris, City of Springboro
Elmer Dudas, City of Springboro
Kelly Crout, Butler Soil & Water Conservation District
Michaela Mullikin, Natural Resources Conservation Service
Ken Broberg, Navarro Engineering, Fernald site
Mike Flavin, Southwestern Ohio Water Company
Mike Ekberg, Miami Conservancy District
Phil Sackenheim, Southwest Regional Water District
Tom Yeager, Southwest Regional Water District
Mike Lippert, City of Wyoming
Andreas Eddy, City of Fairlfield
David Weihrauch, City of Oxford
Greg Petredis, retired, City of Hamilton
Tim McLelland, Hamilton to New Baltimore Groundwater Consortium
Adam Lehmann, Hamilton County Soil & Water Conservation District
Megan Marhelski, Ohio EPA, Southwest District Office
Josh McKinney, ALS, Life Science Division, Environmental
Dick Renneker, citizen, retired Warren County Sanitary Engineer
Richard Stuck, Greater Cincinnati Water Works
Jack Thornsberry, Butler County Water & Sewer Department
OKI Staff:
Travis Miller, Tess Webb, Regina Fields, David Rutter, Andy Meyer, Bruce Koehler
Welcome/Introductions/Announcements:
Groundwater Committee Chair Bruce Whitteberry opened the meeting at 10:00am and thanked Bruce Koehler for
serving as substitute chair at the November 30th meeting. He announced that certificates for contact hour credits
were available on the table in the back of the room. Committee meeting dates for 2017 have been set for:
 March 15th
 June 28th
 September 13th
 December 13th
Bruce said suggestions, requests and feedback for future presentations to the Groundwater Committee are
welcomed. He reminded Committee members to respond to OKI’s presentation topics survey.
Update on Local Groundwater Management Efforts:
Tom Yeager of Southwest Regional Water District, commended the Groundwater Consortium for helping Southwest
Regional Water District feel more at ease with groundwater protection, aquifer assessment, and regional
hydrogeological trends. As a political subdivision of the State of Ohio, the District serves about 15,200 customer
connections within its service area, which covers western Butler County, and includes parts of Hamilton, Preble and
Warren counties. Southwest Regional owns more than 650 miles of water mains, two water production and 25
water storage facilities. Though originally designed for domestic flow to several villages and many unincorporated
areas, the distribution system also provides fire flow protection in some places. It has strategically changed its

drinking water well maintenance procedures by adopting the asset management approach. The district conducts
annual tests to determine the specific capacity on each of its seven wells. This better informs decisions on when
wells should be taken out of service for rehabilitation or replacement, thus reducing the risk of ill‐timed well failures.
The asset management approach has persuaded the utility to start preparing a 30‐year master plan for $60 million
worth of capital improvements to water system infrastructure.
Tim McLelland, Hamilton to New Baltimore Ground Water Consortium, prefaced his report with a reminder that
the Consortium has a structured monitoring program to evaluate regional water quality and quantity. Four or five
monitoring wells collect data useful to Southwest Regional Water District. They provide information on potential
groundwater pollution sites, including the former Schlichter Landfill. It lacks a liner and has allowed contaminants
to migrate off site. About 10 days ago, a contractor mistakenly unearthed a monitoring well from a construction
site in Hamilton, Ohio. The Consortium is working with the contractor to relocate the well if necessary.
On October 14th, the Consortium and others staged the 18th annual Butler County Children’s Water Festival for more
than 1,000 elementary school students. About 80 volunteers and 35 presenters staffed the event. The Clean Sweep
of the Great Miami occurred on October 22nd. In its 11th year for Warren, Butler and Hamilton counties, the river
cleanup collected 10 tons of trash and 260 tires from 13 sites along a 27‐mile river stretch.
Bruce Koehler, OKI Regional Council of Governments, spoke on behalf of the Mill Creek Watershed Council, a non‐
profit organization that is mindful of both surface water and groundwater issues. Bruce and Springdale’s public
works director recently explored the Mill Creek corridor and noticed water pooling and flowing on land south of the
Formica’s Evendale plant. The plant manager later advised them that the overflow water originated from an
industrial well along the Great Miami River. Southwestern Ohio Water Company delivers Great Miami groundwater
to industries of the Mill Creek Valley, mostly for cooling processes. A malfunctioning reservoir control valve caused
the overflow. Formica expected to remedy the situation by November 19th.
The Mill Creek Valley overlies a branch of the Great Miami Buried Valley Aquifer System, which supplies public water
systems operated by Glendale, Lockland and Wyoming. Until about 1993, Reading also pumped raw drinking water
from the Mill Creek aquifer but closed its wellfield and connected to Greater Cincinnati Water Works because
Reading’s drinking water source had been contaminated with volatile organic compounds. The abandonment of
Reading’s wellfield and the inter‐basin transfer of groundwater by Southwestern Ohio Water Company are allowing
the lower Mill Creek aquifer to recover in the Central Mill Creek Valley.
OKI Staff Update:
Bruce Koehler, OKI Regional Council of Governments, introduced Tess Webb, OKI’s new Water Quality Assistant.
Tess has a University of Cincinnati Bachelor of Science degree in Environmental Studies. She worked in 2016 as a
Hudson River Estuary specialist for the New York State Department of Environmental Conservation, where she
assessed culverts that act as barriers to aquatic habitat. In 2015, she volunteered for the Mill Creek Watershed
Council’s stream monitoring program.
Tess and Bruce will staff OKI’s work program with the Ohio EPA to study un‐sewered areas that have unhealthy
concentrations of home sewage treatment systems. The goal is to prioritize communities that need wastewater
treatment upgrades. The study will focus on impaired watersheds in Butler, Clermont, Hamilton and Warren
counties. Among OKI’s 66 prioritization factors, at least 5 pose questions about drinking water:
1. Is the concentration of home sewage treatment systems located over an aquifer or aquifer recharge area?
2. Is the concentration of home sewage treatment systems located within or near a source water protection
area for a public water system that uses groundwater?
3. Is the concentration of home sewage treatment systems drained by a stream that ultimately crosses a
source water protection area for public water systems that uses groundwater?
4. Do streams that drain the concentration of home sewage treatment systems flow into a Corridor
Management Zone for public water systems that use surface water, as designated by Ohio EPA?
5. Do streams that drain the concentration of home sewage treatment systems flow into a Zone of Critical
Concern for public water systems that withdraw surface water from the Ohio River?

Findings from Recent U.S. Geological Survey Studies of Arsenic in the Groundwater of Ohio
Mary Ann Thomas, a U.S. Geological Survey hydrogeologist, based her presentation on three sources:
1. Arsenic in Licking County: USGS Scientific Investigations Report 2015‐5148
2. Arsenic treatment by homeowners, USGS Scientific Investigations Report 2015‐5158.
3. Compilation of arsenic data from USGS, Ohio EPA, Ohio Department of Health and U.S. EPA:
http://ArsenicinOhioGroundwater.Info
The Licking County study began in 2012, east of Columbus, with funding from the Ohio Water Development
Authority and USGS. A multi‐agency Advisory Committee helped compile existing data and planned the collection
of additional data. Project assistance came from Licking County Health Department, Ohio Department of Health,
Ohio EPA, Ohio Department of Health, Ohio Department of Natural Resources and U.S. EPA.
Arsenic is a class A carcinogen linked to cancer of the bladder, skin, lungs or kidneys. The metalloid affects the
human immune system and impairs the body’s ability to repair cell damage. Drinking water is the main source of
arsenic exposure in humans, who may suffer skin abnormalities, type‐2 diabetes, cardiovascular disease or
neurological dysfunction. Arsenic’s maximum contaminant level (MCL) in drinking water is 10 µg/L, but no amount
of arsenic is safe for human consumption. Arsenic can get into the groundwater from human activities, but it also
can be released from natural geochemical conditions.
Some parts of an aquifer’s mineral matrix can contain arsenic. Iron oxides commonly have arsenic and in Ohio these
minerals are found in most aquifers. Arsenic can be released from iron oxides under strongly reducing conditions.
Organic carbon can drive this redox reaction conducive to arsenic and iron release. This is the predominant
mechanism by which arsenic is released to groundwater in Ohio. The two species of arsenic are: Arsenite (As3) and
Arsenate (As5). Arsenite is harder to remove from water and often more toxic to humans.
Ohio EPA data on raw, untreated groundwater from public‐supply wells shows that 17% of wells had arsenic levels
over the MCL. In the shallow buried valley aquifers of Southwest Ohio, 7% of the wells exceeded the MCL for
arsenic. In the carbonate bedrock glacial drift areas, 68% of the wells exceeded the MCL. Arsenic is widespread,
but not uniformly distributed. The USGS studied this inconsistency in connection with two common problems:
1. Lack of public awareness about arsenic’s health threats. Most domestic wells are not tested for arsenic.
2. Lack of scientific understanding about vulnerability. Well testing and education are not fully prioritized by
need. Efforts should be better managed by geographic areas, aquifer types and well depths.
To address these two issues, the study offered “Test Your Well Workshops” to analyze all private well samples for
arsenic, and some samples for 6 other parameters that indicate redox conditions or unwanted treated samples.
Licking County Health Department helped USGS sponsor three workshops in the summer of 2012. Of the168 wells
sampled for arsenic concentrations, 101 were also tested for additional constituents. The study found that 12% of
wells had arsenic concentrations greater than the MCL (10 µg/L). All wells with elevated iron levels also had
elevated arsenic levels, indicating strongly reducing groundwater.
Wells drilled into west central Ohio’s thick, complex glacial drift had higher levels of arsenic and iron because such
areas have more organic carbon to drive reducing redox conditions, allowing arsenic to be mobilized. This finding
supports a 2002 worldwide study by Smedly and Kinniburgh, who found that elevated arsenic occurs in areas with
flat topography and thick accumulations of relatively young, fine‐grained sediments. These areas are conducive to
strongly reducing conditions. Their low rates of groundwater flow allow arsenic to remain in the aquifer matrix.
Mary Ann hopes to further study the correlation between drift thickness and arsenite (As3) beyond Licking County.
To read more on the Licking County study, go to: https://pubs.er.usgs.gov/publication/sir20155148
In 2013, USGS and the Miami Conservancy District studied the effectiveness of various water‐treatment systems
in removing arsenic. (See details at: https://pubs.er.usgs.gov/publication/sir20155156.) The two general classes
of water treatment hardware are:
1. whole house systems (point of entry, POE), which treat all of the water entering homes, or
2. single tap systems (Point of Use, POU), which treat water to sinks used for drinking water and cooking.

The methods for removing arsenic from household drinking water are:
 Reverse osmosis, a whole house, point‐of‐entry system that forces the water through a semi
impermeable membrane that filters out dissolved constituents
 Anion exchange, a point‐of‐entry system that operates much like a water softening system
 Oxidation/filtration using manganese‐based media, a point‐of‐entry system that causes the arsenic to
precipitate for more effective media filtration
 Adsorption using iron‐ based media, a point‐of‐use or point‐of‐entry system that adsorbs arsenic onto
media iron components
Two types of pre‐treatment are recommended to supplement the removal of arsenic:
 Removal of iron and manganese to soften the water
 Oxidize arsenite (As3) to convert it to arsenate (As5).
Drinking water treatment for arsenic is a daunting task for homeowners. This is especially true in the Midwest,
where arsenite (As3) is both predominant and the most difficult to remove because it exists in water as an
uncharged compound. Arsenate (As5) dominates in most other places, where it is charged and easier to remove
through anion exchange. Guidance about arsenic treatment is complex and only partially applicable to the type
of groundwater that exists in Ohio, making the expertise less useful for domestic wells.
USGS studied private wells with a focus on the effectiveness of different arsenic treatment methods. A total of
36 raw, partially treated or fully treated groundwater samples were collected from 11 homes in west central
and central Ohio, then analyzed for arsenic species, major ions, trace elements, nutrients, organic carbon, and
field parameters. Samples were run through a variety of treatment and pre‐treatment methods.
Mary Ann reported these study conclusions:
 Some homeowners had not maintained for several years. The regularly maintained systems removed
arsenic more effectively, proving that maintenance is important.
 None of the treatment systems removed all of the arsenic from drinking water. Close to 50% of
treatment systems reduced concentrations to less than the Maximum Contaminant Level (10 µg/L).
 Raw groundwater concentrations of arsenic ranged between 8 and 362 µg/L. Overall, the effectiveness of
arsenic removal was varied between 2% and 90 %. The median was about 65%.
 Where raw arsenic levels totaled less than 30 µg/L, oxidation/ filtration and reverse osmosis reduced
arsenic by 65% to 81%. Reverse osmosis was less effective for higher concentrations.
 Oxidation/filtration using manganese‐based media caused a large increase in Mn, which was unexpected.
This indicated that such treatment is of questionable value for Ohio groundwater.
 Iron‐based adsorption methods were not well represented in this study.
 Where arsenic exceeds 51 µg/L, system performance may have been affected by higher concentrations of
other constituents, such as pH, organic carbon, ammonia, and more methanogenic redox conditions. In
general treatment systems were much less effective in treating high concentrations of arsenic.
USGS sampled a relatively small number of systems, so more study may be warranted. Details and background
information can be found at http://arsenicinohiogroundwater.info/
David Rutter asked about the least expensive treatment option for homeowners. Mary Ann said reverse osmosis is
the most economical, provided the arsenic levels are less than 30 micrograms per liter. Mike Ekberg said reverse
osmosis systems are available for purchase at prices in the $500 range, depending on system complexity.
Mary Ann acknowledged some treatment methods generate concerns about arsenic accumulation in the treatment
system. The anion exchange system, for example, should be backwashed to prevent buildups. Reverse osmosis
systems prevent arsenic overloads, but need 4 or 5 gallons of well water for every gallon of tap water.
Bruce Whitteberry asked how often do people follow through with treatment system installations upon learning
their private well water has high arsenic levels. Mary Ann and Mike said many end up relying on bottled water
because arsenic treatment can be a costly and complex challenge to households.

An Explosive Case Study
Tim McLelland, Manager of the Hamilton‐to‐New Baltimore Ground Water Consortium, said the partnership
consists seven public and private groundwater suppliers in the northern Hamilton County and south central Butler
County. Its members are: Greater Cincinnati Water Works, Southwestern Ohio Water Company, City of Hamilton,
City of Fairfield, Southwest Regional Water District, Butler County Water & Sewer, and Miller Coors. They
cumulatively pump about 62 million gallons of groundwater per day to more than 315,000 customers. Drinking
water protection areas straddle many jurisdictional boundaries and overlap hundreds of businesses.
The Chem‐ Dyne site in Hamilton shows the importance of the Consortium’s work. As one of Ohio’s largest
hazardous waste sites, Chem‐Dyne caught on fire and triggered massive groundwater contamination. The cleanup
has endured more than 30 years at a cost of more than $30 million. That expense could fund the Consortium’s
work for 120 years. Current prevention is much more cost effective than future remediation.
Smaller contamination incidents continue in the Consortium’s share of the Great Miami Buried Valley Aquifer
System by accident, negligence, or intent. To protect groundwater as a drinking water source, the Consortium:
delineates source water protection areas, inventories potential pollution sources, manages sites with regulatory
and non‐regulatory programs, monitors groundwater, performs contingency planning, educates the public, and
practices alternate water supply planning.
Tim then delved into the pollution potential of a highly unusual incident at The Gas Depot, which is located in
Fairfield at Winton Road and State Route 4. The business at 4871 Dixie Highway was in compliance with all state
and federal regulations when it fell victim to a three lightning strikes within 900 feet of the business. The electrical
bolts ignited of fuel vapors that immediately exploded three underground storage tanks.
Notice of the freak incident first came in a 911 call that mistakenly reported a burning building at The Gas Depot on
August 3rd, 2015, during a severe summer thunderstorm with lightening and hail. Upon arrival, firefighters saw a
hole measuring 40 feet in diameter and 8 feet deep. Flames and smoke spewed from three underground storage
tanks (USTs) that had exploded. Officials later learned the Gas Depot stored up to 35,000 gallons of fuel in two
10,000‐gallon tanks and one 15,000‐gallon tank.
Initial response fought the flames with water. After assessing the situation and initial attach effectiveness, officials
decided to evacuate a 2,000‐foot radius around the explosion crater and to switch to foam for firefighting.
Firefighters allowed the fire to burn until they could extinguish the flames with foam. After the fire was put out,
Fairfield police secured the scene until an environmental cleanup company arrived. Fairfield Fire Chief Donald G.
Bennett reached out to a variety of qualified people to consult for incident response. His contacts included
Fairfield’s water and stormwater divisions, the Ground Water Consortium, Ohio EPA, State Fire Marshal’s Office,
and the Ohio Bureau of Underground Storage Tank Regulations (BUSTR). The Consortium implemented its source
water Protection contingency plan by communicating with its incident management assessment team to review
current site data, identify the closest wells, and estimate the amount of contaminated water released.
Although the scene was chaotic and somewhat confusing at first, each responder understood its role. Amid the
uncertainty about site authority, Fire Chief Bennett took control and exercised caution about groundwater
contamination concerns. Grinnell Mutual Reinsurance Company started investigating the explosion’s cause. Grau
Petroleum, a licensed underground storage tank installer, Grau Petroleum, excavated concrete, asphalt and pea
gravel to expose any liquid materials for the environmental recovery process. They also excavated a low spot to
gather petroleum in a pit vacuumed up by another contractor. Clean Harbors Environmental removed more than
13,000 gallons of firefighting water and spilled petroleum.
Ohio EPA conferred with the Consortium on its local Source Water Protection Program, site activities and cause of
the explosion. BUSTR likened the site work to a leaking underground storage tank removal project under very
bizarre circumstances.

Insurance investigators determined that a pole‐mounted transformer at The Gas Depot sustained a lightning strike.
That disrupted the transformer’s lightning arrestor. Ground level lighting struck within 150 feet of the underground
storage tanks. In 2012 one of the tanks had been switched from petroleum storage to diesel fuel storage. All three
tanks were commonly plumbed. This indicated the presence of a flammable air/fuel mixture within the diesel tank
at all times. This mixture was vulnerable to explosion by static charge. The cause of the tank explosion was
determined to be a lightning strike and static electricity in contact with an explosive mixture of flammable and
combustible vapors. Research revealed no requirements or codes pertaining to the removal and influx of diesel that
created these conducive conditions, which is concerning.
Hamilton’s water system had the highest risk of well contamination. The incident occurred on the edge of the 5
year time of travel for Hamilton's well # 11 off Nilles Road and well #10 off River Road. Both wells were taken out
of service for 10 months. BJAAM Environmental Consultants conducted a tank closure assessment and investigated
the presence of pollution plume associated with this incident. The company disposed of 1,005 tons of soil and
removed 10,040 gallons of impacted groundwater product mixture. BJAAM installed 4 monitoring wells in January
2016. In February groundwater samples were collected and several chemicals of concern were detected. BJAAM
plans to further delineate the plume by adding more monitoring wells. The City of Fairfield has been assisting the
investigation.
Tim said The Gas Depot explosion was a rather unique situation. Neither Ohio EPA nor BUSTR had encountered
such an incident before. On the national scale, only one similar case was found.
Tim expressed gratitude for Fire Chief Bennett and the Fairfield Fire Department. He reiterated that the Consortium
cannot expect to prepare for every possible groundwater contamination incident, but it can at least be ready to
assemble an incident management assessment team according to the contingency plan for Source Water
Protection. The organization relies on management planning tools to minimize pollution risks.
Currently, the Consortium has 39 monitoring wells. It also evaluates surface water quality along the Great Miami
River at three locations on a quarterly basis. The organization coordinates efforts with the Ohio Department of
Natural Resources, Miami Conservancy District and the U.S. Geological Survey to improve water level data in the
area. Groundwater quality monitoring data can be accessed from a regional network of several hundred wells.
Other Business and Adjournment
Bruce Whitteberry reminded everyone to mark their calendars for next year’s meeting dates: March 15, June 28,
September 13 and December 13. Each meeting starts at 10:00 a.m. on a Wednesday.
Bruce Koehler reported the following results of OKI’s survey of suggested presentation topics for future
Groundwater Committee meetings: advances in groundwater monitoring with new sensors, groundwater surface
water interactions, how water treatment plants are dealing with pharmaceuticals in groundwater, newer methods
to break the cycle of well performance decay, the hazards and management of large‐scale composting, asset
management, groundwater softening, techniques to monitor equipment performance, nitrates, triggered source
water monitoring, and a panel discussion on how news people report on water crisis news and how to communicate
better with the public.
Bruce proposed a presentation on the percentages of impervious surface over drinking water protection areas.
Bruce Whitteberry asked whether the suggestion for a presentation about “triggered source water monitoring”
referred specifically to Ohio EPA’s groundwater rule for triggered monitoring. He also asked whether an impervious
surface presentation could analyze the spread of impervious surfaces through the years. Bruce Koehler and David
Rutter said this could be done with some effort on OKI’s part.
The meeting adjourned just after 12:00 noon.

